NFPA 96
Standard for Ventilation Control and Fire Protection of
Commercial Cooking Operations

Tentative Interim Amendment Request

By, Tom Johnson, tomj@jdpinc.com 651-686-8499x101

Background
|

|

NFPA 96 Chapt. 13 establishes criteria for
systems designed to reduce smoke and grease
vapor to the extent that there is no need for
direct exhaust (listed recirculating systems)
The method of test (MOT) used to determine
the effectiveness of these systems (each of
which is designed for specific ranges of use)
establishes a measurable limit for smoke and
grease vapor emissions discharged into the
kitchen space

Situation
Local fire AHJ writes to Mr. Jim Lake,
NFPA staff liaison, and asks if “what is
smoke and grease vapor”, and what is
an acceptable amount?
| Mr. Lake responds that there is no
threshold limit value in NFPA
96…creating a totally subjective, zero
tolerance potential to all food heating
processes. Claims all such processes in
scope of NFPA 96
|

Mechanical Codes blindly lump all
“commercial food heat processing
equipment” into one category
|

|
|
|
|

|

Hot food wells rated as cook and hold are rated
as “commercial food heat processing equipment”;
code says all commercial food heat processing
must be protected by Type I or II hoods. Also, if
a Type I is required (because of smoke or grease
vapor) then a UL300 fire system is required.
Hot dog roller grills?
Countertop cookie ovens/par baked pizza ovens?
Baking bread only in electric convection oven?
Other warming processes (food + Eq) that do not
produce much smoke, grease vapor or latent
heat (moisture)?
AHJ’s constantly misinterpret intent of this code
section due to sloppy, inaccurate code language

Primary beneficiaries:

Secondary beneficiaries…

Glossary
|
|

|

UL710 is the Standard for commercial kitchen
ventilation systems
UL710B is the sub category that deals with
systems designed to operate without requiring
exhaust to outside; reference EPA202
Sub category MOT’s exist, each for different
system applications
z

KNLZ, Integral grease removal system
• Eg., catalytic systems designed to reduce emissions

z

YYKZ, Recirculating systems
• Eg., Giles, Wells Mfg, Autofry and others…multi-stage
filter systems to reduce smoke and grease emissions
form fryers, griddles, etc, with on-board fire
suppression and safety interlocks

Mr. Lakes comment to local
fire AHJ:

Yet, “appliances” do NOT produce smoke and
grease vapor…thermal processing of animal
proteins and plant foods do – it’s the processes
that must be tested…

The Issues
|
|

|

|

|

|
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Heat is treated as a hazard that requires an exhaust system
Systems that pass the UL 710B (formerly in UL 197SB) test method and
successfully reduce smoke and grease vapor emissions below the
published limit (5mg/m3-EPA202/UL710B)for specific items and loading
are not required to have exhaust systems that discharge process air
outdoors.
If a process (eg., finishing ready to eat foods) is tested against the
same test limits and passes, exhaust to the outside ought not be
required (no hood) UNLESS HVAC system is not adequate to maintain
acceptable indoor air quality.
Fire systems should only be required for untested processes that
produce (or are likely to produce) more smoke and grease vapor than
test limit allows
Some inspectors argue that operators cannot be trusted and will use
equipment in a manner that emits more smoke and grease vapor than
the test limit value.
Operators, contractors, professional designers and manufacturers
(industry) face strict liability; due diligence can only reduce damage
awards – its their responsibility to know the hazards associated with
their operations
AHJ’s have discretionary (inspectors) immunity

Training and education
|

|
|
|

|
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Most inspectors lack knowledge of the physics of heat transfer
and effluent emission characteristics of warming animal and
plant foods – not familiar with AHSRAE research… Few are
PE’s
Training is focused on adopted rules, not published data and
statistics that correlate risk with reasonable intervention
Inspectors have discretionary immunity and cannot be held
liable for bad interpretations that cause injury or property loss
Industry has failed to communicate effectively with model
code writing groups to educate and inform them as to nuance
of industry technology and innovation
Model code groups restrict voting to AHJ leaving industry
trade associations with no real influence over minimum safety
criteria
Cooking is defined only in FDA Food Code; no definition
exists in building, fire or mechanical codes

Reality
|

|

|

Processes (equipment+food+average loading)
that are tested and proven to meet limits
WITHOUT secondary grease removal devices
(multi-stage filters with fire systems) are
inherently safer as their safety does not rely
upon a secondary system
Large national chains find it easier to defend
as they have signature processes and control
of their product/process
Poorly written model codes restrain trade and
inhibit regulated industries profitability and
competitiveness

Excerpts from tentative interim
amendment request
These are my comments to Jim
Lake; if a tested process meets
TLV of EPA 202, then FIRE
SYSTEMS should not be required
NFPA says no exhaust system
req’d for listed recirc systems;
no limit given for latent or
sensible heat…just carte
blanch

Burger King also agree’s with TIA request

To Do
Support the tentative interim amendment
request by sending a public comment to
NFPA 96 committee BEFORE DEC 7th
| Go to NFPA website to read TIA request:
http://www.nfpa.org/assets/files/PDF/NFP
A%20News/nfpanews1005.pdf
| Deadline for Public comments is Dec. 7th.
|

